Ningbo Gongtie Precision Machinery Co., Ltd. is national high-tech enterprise,
which focusing on precise CNC lathe , whole machine automation ,"machine
substitution" project innovation and smart factory integration.
The company headquarter is based on Ningbo of China, and the European
R&D center is located in Reggio emilia, ITALY .Since the foundation in 2008, the
company continuously advocates scientific and technical innovation . For better
servicing the customers, Gongtie fully take the advantages of advanced concept
and technology from European country like ITALY and GERMANY, connect with
the domestic actual manufacturing, and dedicate to the precise CNC lathes and
industrial robot field, set up the most feasible custom-made technique solution
and "EPC" project for the final customers.
With strong technique strength and almost ten years experience, GONGTIE will
devote to connect the European technique to realize the domestic
manufacturing, and dedicate to the new era of industrial intelligence, building
up the most competitive china smart manufacturer.
The company’s diversity machine series is widely used in automotive parts,
valve, bearing, electric application , instrument, sanitary and more other
industries, can realize various processing technology like drilling, turning,
milling, boring, tapping, grooving and so on. We have set up sales office at
several places and perfect sales representative network. And we completely
follow the ISO9001:2015 quality management system and security
management system on the development and manufacturing, to guarantee the
quality and safety during the customers’application. In addition, we have built
up a perfect after-sales service system, can in-time make feasible reaction for
the customers’any inquiries or problems.
The CNC machine from Gongtie has below advantages:
-- broaden application range
-- high precise, reliable features, fine finish and stable processing.
-- save labor costs
-- competitive price with high quality assurance

The company mission:
-- Continuous innovation
-- Quality priority

-- Customer focused
-- Solution driven

With our accurate, reliable products and perfect service system, we have won
the trust of many users, and gradually built up a good brand impression in
domestic & abroad market.

